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Objectives: To investigate the effect of 3-dimensional (3D) analysis software and operator on 

the measured deviations in implant scans. 

 

 

Material and Methods: A combined healing abutment-scan body (CHA-SB) system was 

digitized with an industrial scanner (ATOS Core 80) to generate a master standard tessellation 

language file (MRM-STL) and an intraoral scanner (TRIOS 3) to generate 9 test-scan STL 

files, which were transferred into metrology-grade (Geomagic Control X, GX and GOM 

Inspect, GM) and nonmetrology-grade (Medit Link, ML) software for deviation analysis. 

Test-scan STLs were superimposed over MRM-STL and 2 planes passing through the center 

of the SB were generated. Distance deviations at 8 points on these planes were analyzed by 

two different operators with similar level of experience. Data were analyzed with analysis of 

variance and F tests (α=.05). 

 

 

Results: Only model 1 (P=.049) analyzed by operator 2 showed significant differences 

among tested software, and the highest deviations were measured with GM (P≤.037). 

However, the difference in values measured with GX and ML was nonsignificant (P=.91). 

Operator correlation was high (ICC≥.712, P≤.011), except for models 1 (GM, ICC=-.335, 

P=.813), 2 (GM, ICC=.025, P=.468 and ML, ICC=-.013, P=.507), 6 (GM, ICC=-.085, 

P=.583), and 8 (GM, ICC=-.386, P=.85). 

 

 

Conclusion: The measured deviations in implant scans in all models, except for one, were 

similar among the tested software, regardless of the operator. The inter-rater reliability of 
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operators while using tested 3D analysis software was overall high. When observed, low 

inter-rater reliability was mostly with only one of the metrology grade software. 

 

 

Clinical Significance: Nonmetrology-grade 3D analysis software may be a suitable 

alternative to metrology-grade software to measure the deviations in digital implant scan body 

scans. When GOM metrology-software is used, measured deviations in implant scan body 

scans may vary more across operators. 

 

 

Keywords: software, deviation, implant, scanbody, scan 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the recent advancements in computer aided design-computer aided manufacturing 

(CAD-CAM) technologies, digitization of implants by using intraoral scanners (IOSs) and 

scan bodies (SBs) have become feasible [1]. However, the accuracy of digital implant scans 

may vary, depending on various factors [2, 3], and have been commonly analyzed in dental 

research studies in recent years [4]. 

 

 

Improvements in digital technologies have enabled 3-dimensional (3D) analysis of industrial 

products [5] and metrology-grade 3D analysis software have been preferred in dental research 

studies to evaluate SBs, digital scans, and restorations [6, 7, 8, 9]. A common method used for 

3D analysis is the superimposition of the test scan mesh over the reference file through best-
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fit alignment [2, 10], which allows an accurate analysis [11]. International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) standard 12836 recommended using a metrology-grade software 

(Geomagic Control X; 3D Systems, Morrisville, NC, USA) for 3D analysis after digitizing an 

object with an optical or mechanical-contact system [12]. Nevertheless, the results of the best-

fit alignment may change depending on the type and version of the software utilized due to 

the differences in alignment protocols [13]. Another metrology-grade 3D analysis software 

(GOM Inspect 2018; GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) also allows similar analyses 

with its free version, even though not specifically recommended by the ISO. 

 

 

A recently introduced nonmetrology-grade 3D analysis software (Medit Link, Medit, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea) allows the analysis of any standard tessellation language (STL) file 

regardless of the source and can be downloaded without a cost. Considering these features, 

even though it is a nonmetrology-grade, this software may be considered as an alternative to 

the metrology-grade software [14]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, only one study has 

compared the nonmetrology-grade software with a metrology-grade software [14], and the 

number of studies on the reliability of 3D analysis software is limited [14, 15, 16]. Previous 

studies have compared different 3D analysis software for the deviations in dentate models 

[15, 16] or crowns [14]. However, no study has yet compared the difference in measured 

deviations in implant SB scans when different 3D analysis software are used. Therefore, the 

aim of the present study was to compare the measured deviations in the scans of a SB when 3 

different 3D analysis software (2 metrology-grade and 1 nonmetrology-grade) were used, and 

the repeatability of measured deviations when utilized by 2 operators. The null hypotheses of 

the present study were that i) 3D analysis software would not affect the measured deviations 
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in the scans of a SB within operator and ii) operator would not affect the measured deviations 

in SB scans within 3D analysis software. 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

A single implant (4.0 mm×11 mm, Neoss ProActive Straight; Neoss Implant System, 

Harrogate, England) was placed at the first molar site of a polymethyl methacrylate 

mandibular dentate model. An indexed polyetheretherketone healing abutment (HA, Esthetic 

Healing Abutment, Neoss Implant System, Harrogate, England) was fixed onto the implant in 

accordance with the buccal inner slot of the implant. Then, a SB (ScanPeg, Neoss Implant 

System, Harrogate, England) was fitted into the screw access hole of the HA, which gives an 

antirotational feature to the system [7, 10, 17, 18, 19].
 
HA and SB were not disassembled until 

all test scans were completed. 

 

 

After a thin layer (2 µm) of antireflective spray application, the model was scanned with an 

industrial blue-light optical scanner (ATOS Core 80 5MP; GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, 

Germany), which utilizes a triangulation based stereo camera (1 μm probing error form, 3 μm 

probing error size, 5 μm sphere spacing error, and 7 μm length measurement error, ATOS 

referans). This scan was converted to an STL file by using a metrology software (Pro 8.1; 

GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) and exported to a mesh software (Meshmixer 

v3.5.474, Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, CA, USA). A total of 6 points, 3 in buccolingual and 3 in 

mesiodistal direction (Figure 1), were determined on the SB that would be used to facilitate 
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the generation of buccolingual and mesiodistal oriented planes for deviation analyses. This 

file was exported as an STL file and used as a master reference model scan (MRM-scan STL). 

 

 

Nine complete-arch scans were performed by using the TRIOS 3 (Cart version 1.4.7.5; 

3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark) [7, 10, 17] IOS according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendations by one experienced operator (G. Ç), who has more than 4 years of 

experience with intraoral scanning. A 5-minute rest was taken between each scan to prevent 

any fatigue that may affect the scan quality [20]. Scans and calibration of the scanner were 

performed in a (18-22 °C) and humidity (40%)-controlled room [21]. Scans were inspected 

for imperfections and accepted as completed once all the SB surfaces were scanned without 

any flaws and major imperfections [7, 17].
 
The completed scan files were then converted to 

STL files to generate test-scan STLs. 

 

 

Two different operators performed the quantitative (mean ± standard deviation (SD)) 

evaluation of the CHA-SB system scan deviations by using 2 different metrology-grade 

(GOM Inspect 2018; GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany, (GM) and Geomagic Control X 

v.2018.1.1; 3D Systems, Morrisville, NC, USA (GX)) and 1 nonmetrology-grade software 

(Medit Link v 2.4.4; Medit, Seoul, Republic of Korea (ML)). Both operators had similar 

experience with 3D analysis software and performed at least 10 evaluations before the actual 

analyses. 
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For the analysis performed by using GM, MRM-scan STL and test-scan STLs were imported 

into the software, and MRM-scan STL was used as reference data. The initial alignment was 

done by using the pre-alignment feature. “Local best-fit” tool of the software was then used to 

minimize errors, which involves the manual selection of the teeth for superimposition by 

drawing a polygon and excluding the CHA-SB. Then by using the “construct 3-point plane” 

and “construct single section” functions of the software, 2 planes (one in buccolingual 

orientation and 1 in mesiodistal orientation) were generated by using the previously 

determined points on the MRM-scan STL. These 2 planes were aligned to pass through the 

center of the top surface of the SB (Figure 2). A total of 8 points; 4 on the buccolingual 

oriented plane (1 on top of the buccolingual oriented plane, 1 on the most buccal-coronal of 

the SB, 1 on the buccal surface of the buccolingual oriented plane, and 1 on the concavity 

between the SB and the HA) and 4 on the mesiodistal oriented plane (1 on top of the 

mesiodistal oriented plane, 1 on the most distal-coronal of the SB, 1 on the distal surface of 

the mesiodistal oriented plane, and 1 on the concavity between the SB and the HA) [2, 10] 

were generated by using the “construct surface point” function of the software. Coordinates of 

the points in the first superimposition of each operator were recorded and accordingly, the 

points were standardized within each operator. Then, the software algorithm calculated the 3D 

distance deviations of these points generated both on MRM-STL and test-scan STL (Figure 

3). 

 

 

For the deviation analysis with GX, MRM-scan STL and test-scan STLs were imported into 

the software, and MRM-scan STL was selected as the reference data by using “model 

alignment” feature of the software. For the superimposition, the initial alignment was done by 

using the “N” points method of the “transform alignment” feature of the software, in which 3 
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points (1 on the adjacent molar, 1 on the ipsilateral canine, and 1 on the contralateral second 

molar) were simultaneously selected on MRM-STL and test-scan STL. Further alignment was 

done by using the “best-fit alignment” tool of the software to minimize errors. Planes were 

generated by using the “add plane” feature and selecting the predetermined points on the 

MRM-scan STL. After planes were generated, “2-dimensional (2D) compare” feature of the 

software was used for the deviation analysis of 8 points generated on the planes (Figure 4). 

 

 

For the deviation analysis with ML, MRM-scan STL and test-scan STLs were imported into 

the software, and MRM-scan STL was selected as the reference data by using the “assign 

data” tool. For the superimposition, “selected area-smart teeth selection” tool of the “align 

with selected area” feature was used. This tool involves the manual selection of the teeth and 

CHA-SB was excluded. By using the “create sections” tool of the “measurement mode”, 

planes were generated by drawing 2 lines in buccolingual and mesiodistal directions that 

intersect the predetermined points on MRM-scan STL. Eight points were generated on these 

planes and the “measure distance by 2 points” feature of the software was used for the 

deviation analysis of these points (Figure 5). As both GX and ML software did not have the 

coordinate selection feature, both operators were calibrated to select the 8 points defined 

while using the GM software (4 on the buccolingual oriented plane; 1 on top of the 

buccolingual oriented plane, 1 on the most buccal-coronal of the SB, 1 on the buccal surface 

of the buccolingual oriented plane, and 1 on the concavity between the SB and the HA and 4 

on the mesiodistal oriented plane; 1 on top of the mesiodistal oriented plane, 1 on the most 

distal-coronal of the SB, 1 on the distal surface of the mesiodistal oriented plane, and 1 on the 

concavity between the SB and the HA). In addition, GX and GM software allowed to set a 
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maximum average deviation during superimposition, which was set to 10 μm. However, 

parameters on the ML software were set automatically. 

 

 

Average deviation values of the 8 points generated in each analysis were used for the 

statistical analysis. Nine 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed within 

each operator to determine whether software influenced the measurements, and statistically 

significant differences were further resolved with pairwise comparisons. Inter-rater reliability 

between the operators for each software and model was assessed with intraclass correlation by 

using F-tests. All statistical analyses were performed by using an analysis software (SPSS for 

Windows, IBM SPSS Statics 25.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) at a significance of =.05. 

 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of the deviation values for each model and software within 

the operators. For operator 1, one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences among the 

tested software within each model (P≥.069). For operator 2, the differences among software 

were nonsignificant (P≥.173) except for model 1 (P=.049). Pairwise comparisons for 

statistically significant model revealed that the deviations measured with GM was 

significantly higher (P=.037 vs ML and P=.029 vs GX), whereas the difference between ML 

and GX was nonsignificant (P=.91). Table 1 summarizes the estimated deviation values of 

each model for each software and operator. 
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Table 2 shows the results of the F-tests performed for inter-rater reliability. A significant 

correlation was observed between the operators in all model-software pairs (P≤.011) except 

for with GM in model 1 (ICC=-.335, P=.813), in model 6 (ICC=-.085, P=.583), and model 8 

(ICC=-.386, P=.85), and with GM (ICC=.025, P=.468) and ML (ICC=-.013, P=.507) in 

model 2. 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The present study evaluated the effect of 3D analysis software and operator on measured 

deviations of single implant scans in a dentate arch, relative to the reference dataset. 

Significant differences among the evaluated software were found in only one model when the 

analyses were performed by operator 2. Accordingly, the first null hypothesis that 3D analysis 

software would not affect the measured deviations within the operators was rejected. A 

significant correlation between the two operators’ analyses was demonstrated in most of the 

models. However, significant differences between the operators were observed in 4 models. 

Therefore, the second null hypothesis that the operator would not affect the measured 

deviation in SB scans within 3D analysis software was also rejected. 

 

 

Only one model of operator 2 showed significant differences among the tested 3D analysis 

software in the present study, which may be attributed to the alignment algorithms. It has 

been shown that the alignment algorithm has a significant impact on deviation analyses [16]. 

Peroz et al [16] recommended to use best-fit alignments, which were more reliable than using 

boundary values for superimposition. However, best-fit alignments are also reported to result 
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in an underestimation of the actual deviations as the algorithm attempts to find the closest 

distance between all surface points [22]. In the present study, best-fit algorithm was used for 

all superimpositions. Nevertheless, there was a decisive difference among the applied 

software; the GX software was used applying a global best-fit alignment considering all 

surface data, while the GM an ML software were used with a local best-fit alignment, 

considering only the surface data from the teeth on the model. Previous studies have 

demonstrated that the size of the scanned area significantly affected deviations between 

intraoral scan and reference data [15, 23, 24]. Schimmel et al [25] suggested that the relatively 

small deviations found in their study on edentulous and partially dentate models were due to 

the local best-fit algorithm, which neglected surface data from the mucobuccal fold and the 

adjacent area. Surface data of the peripheral area might have a negative effect on the 

measured deviations due to stitching issues [26]. Another in vitro study on intraoral scans of 

completely dentate models showed that deviations were higher analyzing the complete arch 

compared to smaller regions of interest of the identical scan [24]. The explanation for the 

smaller deviations in the regions of interest, even though the same scan was analyzed, was the 

smaller number of surface points that must be compared [24]. However, the findings of the 

present study contradicted this explanation; measured deviations using the GM software were 

highest in the only model, where there were differences between the software. The reason for 

this could be that the selection of the teeth for the local best-fit algorithm in GM software is 

not automatic as in the ML software, but operator dependent. In general, either the initial 

alignment of the reference and the test file or the following best-fit alignment was based on an 

operator dependent selection in the software tested. In addition, despite the efforts to 

standardize the plane selection process with predetermined points on the MRM-scan STL, 

these points were a certain size, which would allow possible selection of different planes. 

Accordingly, the operators might have generated different cross sections even when analyzing 
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different models with the same software. However, the main difference amongst the tested 3D 

analysis software was that each point selection in each model was operator dependent in GX 

and ML software, whereas GM enables the use of coordinates to determine points. 

Considering that the manual selection of points is always a subjective component even if 

based on clear anatomical landmarks [27], the use of coordinates to determine points with 

GM makes this software more user-friendly, particularly when performing repeated 

measurements of the same model. However, GM was the common software used for those 

models no correlation between the operators was found. This finding may indicate that the 

influence of the manual tooth selection for the local best-fit alignment is potentially greater 

than the selection of the points to be analyzed. However, this hypothesis needs further support 

with studies focusing on the effect of surface selection on local-best fit algorithm. 

 

 

Previous studies have compared the deviations of dentate models measured by using GX and 

GM [15, 16]. Son et al [15] stated that GM resulted in lower deviations while evaluating the 

deviations of a tooth preparation scan, whereas GX resulted in lower deviations while 

evaluating the deviations of a half-arch scan. However, no significant differences were 

reported while analyzing complete-arch scans, which is in line with Peroz et al’s [16] study. 

Nevertheless, Peroz et al [16] have also concluded that GX had higher repeatability than GM. 

To the authors’ knowledge only one other study has compared ML with GX [14]. Yilmaz et al 

[14] reported that ML performed similar to GX while measuring the deviations of fabricated 

crowns from the design file. Nevertheless, a direct comparison between the present study and 

those studies [14, 15, 16] might be problematic considering that none of those studies were 

based on the effect of 3D analysis software on the measured deviations of digital implant 

scans. 
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A previous study has also evaluated the effect of operator on measured deviations between the 

reference and the test datasets and demonstrated no difference [16]. However, the intermolar 

distance of a maxillary dentate model with bar-shaped reference bodies was measured in 

Peroz et al’s [16] study, which may be attributed to this difference. In general, deviations are 

expected while scanning identical situations repeatedly due to the precision of the intraoral 

scanner [28]. The mean precision of TRIOS 3 has been reported to be 14.1 14.9 µm when 

used for the acquisition of the same model under same conditions [7]. The scanner’s precision 

may also explain the intra-operator deviations within each software. 

 

 

One of the latest developments in digital implant dentistry was the introduction of a 2-piece 

CHA-SB system, which allows the acquisition of both the implant and the peri-implant soft 

tissue without the need of HA removal [18]. Previous studies on the scan accuracy of this 

system when digitized by using TRIOS 3 have reported mean deviations ranging from 35.01 

to 178 µm while using GM [7, 10, 17], and as 37.8 µm while using GX [29]. The mean 

deviations while using GM ranged from 57 µm to 174.4 µm in the present study, which 

coincide with those previous studies [7, 10, 17]. However, the mean deviations of the present 

study while using GX (65.4 µm to 99 µm) were higher than Donmez et al’s [29] study, which 

may be related to the different measurement method (root mean square) they utilized. In 

addition, the authors are unaware of a study analyzing the deviations of the CHA-SB system 

scans with ML. Therefore, the mean deviations observed in the present study while using ML 

(59 µm to 106.5 µm) should be substantiated with future studies. The reason CHA-SB system 

was analyzed in this study is that there is previous comparable data [7, 10, 17, 29] and the 
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shape of the SB has corners, which enable easier determination of the selection of points to 

compare detected deviations by different operators at a certain location intended to be 

standardized. The possibility of easier point selection at corners is particularly important for 

GX and ML, where operators select the points for analysis without coordinate help. Selecting 

points on a rounder shaped SB may be harder to standardize for different operators, which 

may further affect the detected deviation values. 

 

 

An industrial scanner, which has been preferred in previous dental studies [6, 7, 17] was used 

in the present study to generate a reference scan. However, there are studies, which 

investigated the accuracy of digital implant scans by using reference scans generated with a 

coordinate measuring machine (CMM) [30, 31, 32, 33]. The authors are unaware of a study 

investigating the effect of reference scan generation method on measured deviations or the 

effect of 3D analysis software on measured deviations when CMM was used to generate a 

reference scan. Future studies investigating the effect of master scan generation method along 

with different 3D analysis software would elaborate the findings of the present study. 

 

 

The limitations of the present study were the lack of sample size calculation, the use of only 

one IOS, the evaluation of the scans by two operators with similar level of experience, and 

that only one geometry was analyzed. In addition, scans were performed under standardized 

conditions and possible factors that may affect the accuracy of a digital scan such as space 

limitation, gag reflex, and presence of saliva or blood were excluded [29]. Recent studies 

have shown the effect of calculation method on the measured deviations [34, 35]. Therefore, 

the findings of the present study should be corroborated with future studies, which involve 
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different calculation methods, scans from different scanners, increased number of operators 

with varying experience levels, and varying clinical situations to broaden the knowledge on 

the limitations of 3D analysis software. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Considering the limitations of the present study, it can be concluded that measured deviations 

in implant scan body scans were mostly similar when metrology grade or nonmetrology grade 

software were used. The nonmetrology grade software might be an alternative to metrology-

grade software while analyzing the deviations of implant scan body scans. The effect of 

operator with similar experience on the measurements performed by using the tested 3D 

analysis software was, in general, low, but higher with one of the metrology-grade software 

tested. 
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Table 1. Estimated deviation values and 95% confidence intervals (μm) of each model when 

analyzed with different software 

Model Software Operator 1 Operator 2 

1 

GM 
93 174.4

b
 

(55.3-130.7) (117.4-231.3) 

ML 
90.7 88

a
 

(37.3-144.1) (7.5-168.5) 

GX 
86.1 83.5

a
 

(32.8-139.5) (3-164.1) 

2 

GM 
153 113.1 

(103.3-202.7) (76.5-149.7) 

ML 
106.5 73 

(36.2-176.8) (21.3-124.7) 

GX 
69.8 73 

(-0.5-140.2) (21.3-124.7) 

3 

GM 
73.4 73.6 

(45.1-101.7) (44.2-103.1) 

ML 
76.8 75.9 

(36.7-116.8) (34.3-117.5) 

GX 
83.7 86.6 

(36.7-116.8) (45-128.2) 

4 

GM 
72.9 78

a
 

(46.4-99.4) (49.6-106.4) 

ML 
75.9 74.4

a 

(38.4-113.3) (34.1-114.6) 

GX 
73.9 73.5

b
 

(36.4-111.3) (33.2-113.7) 

5 

GM 
70.5 87.6 

(44-97) (54.2-121) 

ML 
67.3 66.4 

(29.8-104.8) (19.1-113.6) 

GX 
65.4 75.4 

(27.8-102.9) (28.2-122.6) 

6 
GM 

134.1 81.6 

(81.9-186.4) (48.7-114.5) 

ML 86 93.4 
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(12.1-159.8) (46.8-139.9) 

GX 
90.8 87.3 

(16.9-164.6) (40.7-133.8) 

7 

GM 
83.1 83 

(53.1-113.2) (53.7-112.3) 

ML 
89.7 80.8 

(47.3-132.2) (39.2-122.3) 

GX 
99 88 

(56.5-141.5) (46.5-129.5) 

8 

GM 
124.4 67.1 

(82.6-162.2) (41.4-92.9) 

ML 
78.9

 
78.8 

(22.6-135.2) (42.3-115.2) 

GX 
79.9 82.3 

(23.6-136.2) (45.9-118.7) 

9 

GM 
58.8 57 

(29.6-87.9) (28.3-85.7) 

ML 
59 59.6 

(17.8-100.2) (19.1-100.2) 

GX 
68.3 69.5 

(27.2-109.5) (29-110.1) 

*Different superscript letters indicate significant differences among 3D analysis software 

within each model-operator pair (P<.05) 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Intraclass coefficients (ICC) and P-values for the inter-rater reliability (ICC of 1 

means perfect agreement; ICC close to 0 or negative ICC suggests poor agreement) 

Model Software ICC P-value 

1 

GM -.335 .813 

ML .983 <.001 

GX .94 <.001 

2 

GM .025 .468 

ML -.013 .507 

GX .917 <.001 

3 GM .999 <.001 
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ML .902 <.001 

GX .986 <.001 

4 

GM .942 <.001 

ML .959 <.001 

GX .994 <.001 

5 

GM .712 .011 

ML .97 <.001 

GX .886 <.001 

6 

GM -.085 .583 

ML .924 <.001 

GX .8 .003 

7 

GM 1 <.001 

ML .873 .001 

GX .748 .007 

8 

GM -.386 .85 

ML .918 <.001 

GX .933 <.001 

9 

GM .999 <.001 

ML .967 <.001 

GX .985 <.001 

*P<.05 indicates a significant correlation 
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Figure 1. Points selected to generate buccolingual and mesiodistal planes, A. Points selected 

in buccolingual direction, B.  points selected in mesiodistal direction 
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Figure 2. Buccolingual and mesiodistal planes generated for deviation analyses 
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Figure 3. Points and planes generated on GM software for the deviation analyses 
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Figure 4. Points and planes generated on GX software for the deviation analyses 
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Figure 5. Points and planes generated on ML software for the deviation analyses 
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Figure 6. Boxplot of the deviations for each model and software (A: Operator 1, B: Operator 

2) 
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